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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
[I.A.N.] would like to thank Cover 3 for the opportunity to create a unique advertising campaign for your one-of-a-kind restaurant. We have 
conducted extensive research and developed a campaign targeted at adults 25-30. We are proud to present our solutions to the unique busi-
ness challenges Cover 3 faces in the restaurant scenes of Austin and San Antonio.

OBJECTIVE
Our company will create a six-month advertising campaign for Cover 3 beginning March 2016 to the end of August.

RESEARCH
We conducted personal interviews, surveys, and hands-on research to gain insight into our target demographic of young professionals. We 
found that this demographic goes out to eat multiple times a week and prioritizes high-quality food and drink over atmosphere. This demo-
graphic has low brand recognition of Cover 3. Your company’s previous use of word-of-mouth marketing and minimal radio advertisements 
have failed to reach this target demographic. This research and insight has helped us develop an ad campaign that we feel will reach our target 
demographic and bring their attention to Cover 3’s high-quality menu items, drawing them into your restaurants.

CREATIVE
Our campaign’s advertisements focus on photos of the high-quality menu items that Cover 3 offers over the sports bar aspect of the restaurant. 
These photos will entice potential customers into coming to the restaurants for food and drinks. This is the best way to reach our target demo-
graphic during the sports-barren months of June, July, and August.

PROMOTIONS
Our main focus will be the Cover 3 “InstaWin” contest, held on Instagram. Starting May 15th, patrons of Cover 3 can upload a picture of their 
meal to Instagram tagged #Cover3Contest for a chance to win a $100 gift card. Using a randomizing system, the winner of the contest will be 
chosen July 4th.

MEDIA
Beginning in March 2016, we will dedicate the majority of our budget to advertise in free local art and culture publications, such as the San 
Antonio Current and the Austin Chronicle. We will also use social media in the form of promoted tweets and geographically focused Facebook 
promotions.  
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OBJECTIVES         research

MARKETING OBJECTIVES
• Increase revenue in restaurants during campaign by 10%
• Increase number of guests in restaurants during campaign duration by 10%

COMMUNICATION OBJECTIVES
• Increase awareness of the quality menu items by 10%
• Increase word of mouth by 10%
• Maintain a positive relationship within the community and surrounding areas
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COMPETITIVE          research

Cover 3 is a casual dining establishment with locations in Austin and San Antonio. This restaurant aims to differentiate 
itself from sports bars and overly pretentious fine dining restaurants by creating  “an elegant, stylish, yet unpretentious 
culinary concept that captures the excitement and entertainment of having a private box at your favorite sporting 
event,” as stated on the company’s website. Cover 3’s commitment to quality and taste is visible in the menu items 
from their “scratch kitchen“ and their extensive selection of drinks.

BRAND ANALYSIS

SWOT ANALYSIS
STRENGTHS
High-quality menu items made from scratch
Customer service highly-rated by current customers
West 6th location features dedicated parking
Excellent 4-star ratings on Yelp
Loyal regular customer fan base

WEAKNESSES
West 6th location has low visibility 
High prices
Sports can overshadow quality menu
Marketing communications have been based on word-of-mouth

OPPORTUNITIES
Low-cost social media promotions
Austin and San Antonio are thriving markets for new restaurant 
ideas

THREATS
Business slows in summer months due to lack of sports
All locations face strong competition from nearby restaurants
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COMPETITIVE        research

AUSTIN 
Z’TEJAS
This restaurant is the origin of the owners of Cover 3. It has a similar 
menu and ambience.

BJ’S BREWHOUSE
40% of our participants compared this chain restaunt to Cover 3 in 
terms of ambience. The restaurant brews their own beer but their food is 
often frozen and reheated at locations.

THE LEAGUE
A new Austin-based restaurant with a casual dining atmosphere

SAN ANTONIO
BJ’S BREWHOUSE
Same as Austin 

WHISKEY CAKE
This Plano-based restaurant recently opened a location in San Antonio 
and emphasizes their ‘from-scratch‘ kitchen serving similar food to 
Cover 3.

 YARDHOUSE
A chain restaurant with a menu and business plan almost identical to 
Cover 3. 

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
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TARGET AUDIENCE          research

“YOUNG MONEY”
• Ages 25-30
• $40,00 or more salary
• Entry-level or mid-level careers
• Regularly go out to eat or for drinks

These people search for high quality food, 
whether its from a rundown trailer or the 
swankiest place in town. These are the hip 
young professionals rushing up and down 
6th Street, spending their weekends at the 
Domain, or enjoying the night life in San 
Antonio’s Stone Oak area.



AUDIENCE INSIGHT    research

[I.A.N] conducted surveys and personal 
interviews with members of our target 
demographic to obain information about 
this group’s dining and spending habits, as 
well as their current perceptions of Cover 3.

• Go out to eat 4 or more times a week
• Spend $15-$20 or more per meal
• Attracted to high-quality food and drink
• Prioritize quality of food over ambience
• Low Brand recognition of Cover 3
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PRIMARY RESEARCH

FINDINGS ON TARGET MARKET



POSITIONING        creative
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[I.A.N]  aims to increase our target market’s 
awareness of Cover 3 by using  various 
mediums that our target demographic 
regularly interacts with.

OBJECTIVES
In order to reach our target market in the best 
way possible, [I.A.N] will increase Cover 
3’s presence on social media, particularly 
in the case of a planned Instagram photo 
contest. Our agency will also place print 
ads for Cover 3 in local and statewide art 
and culture publications.

STRATEGIES

Cover 3’s commitment to hand-crafted menu items and their 
extensive drink selection puts the restaurant in a league of 
their own in Austin and San Antonio’s casual dining market.

“A LEAGUE OF OUR OWN”



INSTAWIN CONTEST    creative

DURATION
Contest begins with an Instagram launch 
May 15th and ends July 4th. The contest is 
promoted multiple times during the duration 
on Cover 3’s social media.

HOW TO ENTER
Customers who post photos of their food 
from Cover 3 on Instagram with the hashtag 
#leagueofmyown are automatically entered 
into the contest. Multiple entries can be 
submitted by the same person or account as 
long as different photos are entered.

CHOOSING A WINNER
One winner will be chosen via random 
drawing and win a $100 gift card which 
can be used at any Cover 3 location and 
publicly congratulated on social media.
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INSTAGRAM PHOTO CONTEST



CREATIVE DIRECTION  creative

[I.A.N] will create ads with a central theme of food as the focus. Since our agency’s goal 
is to increase business during the lack of sporting events during the summer months, our 
ads will use limited reference to sports in the form of taglines in our advertisements. The 
focus of our ads will be high-quality photos of Cover 3’s handmade menu items. 
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OUTDOOR           creative

BILLBOARD
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For Highway 1604 in San Antonio



PRINT                    creative
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HALF-PAGE PRINT AD
For Texas MonthlyQUARTER-PAGE PRINT AD

For the Austin Chronicle 
and San Antonio Current



MEDIA MIX              media

TWITTER
[I.A.N] will take full advantage of 
Twitter’s Promoted Tweet system, 
which allows advertisers to target 
demographics based on their 
interests and location.

FACEBOOK
Similar to Twitter’s advertising 
system, Facebook’s Boosted 
Post system will allow Cover 3 to 
easily promote certain posts in the 
newsfeed of potential customers 
based on their location, age, and 
interests.

INSTAGRAM
This social media site is free to 
use for account holders and is a 
popular venue for members of 
our demographic to post photos 
of delicious food. 

TEXAS MONTHLY
Cover 3 has been featured in this 
statewide magazine before and 
reaches millions of people per 
issue.

AUSTIN CHRONICLE
This arts and culture publication 
is free at many locations around 
Austin. The Chronicle’s readership 
profile lists the average salary 
of their readers as $65,000 or 
more. This salary is applicable to 
the Young Money demographic, 
who make $40,00 or more per 
year.

SAN ANTONIO CURRENT
This free publication is near 
identical to the Austin Chronicle in 
terms of content and readership, 
but covers the San Antonio Area.
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SOCIAL MEDIA PRINT
BILLBOARD
A billboard on Highway 1604, 
near Cover 3’s San Antonio 
location, will lead potential 
customers to the restaurant. This 
sign will be visible through the 
summer months of June, July, 
and August, in order to target a 
time of year that experiences an 
everage 25% drop in revenue.

OUTDOOR



FLOW CHART             media
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PRINT
AUSTIN CHRONICLE - Quarter-page ads in the first weeks of March, 
April, and May, then increased to bi-weekly quarter-page ads in June, 
July, and August.

SAN ANTONIO CURRENT - Quarter-page ads at the beginning of each 
month for the duration of the campaign.

TEXAS MONTHLY - Half-page ads in each monthly issue during June, 
July, and August

SOCIAL MEDIA
FACEBOOK - One post will be promoted in the news feeds of mem-
bers of our demographic for the first week of each month during the 
duration of the campaign.

TWITTER - Twitter’s Promoted Tweet system will be utilized for the 
duration of the campaign, targeting users in the Young Money 
demographic for the duration of the campaign

INSTAGRAM - Used continuously to promote food as well as the 
Instagram photo contest from mid-May to July 4th.

OUTDOOR
BILLBOARD - Placed on Highway 1604, near Cover 3’s San Antonio restaurant location. This billboard will be visible through the months of June, 
July, and August.
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BUDGET BREAKDOWN media

PRINT
Almost 60% of [I.A.N]’s total budget of $60,000 has been invested into 
freely distributed culture publications like the Austin Chronicle and the 
San Antonio Current, as well as popular paid publications like Texas  
Monthly. 

BILLBOARD
25% of the budget will be dedicated to the use of a billboard near Cover 
3’s San Antonio location.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Only about 8% of this campaign’s budget is decicated to social media, 
since our campaign aims to focus heavily on customer and target 
demographic interaction with already-established social media pages.

CONTINGENCY
Roughly 9% of the total budget of our campaign will be saved for use in 
the event of emergencies or other unforseeable circumstances.



FINAL ANALYSIS
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QUALITATIVE
In  order to guage effectiveness of our campaign, we will conduct personal interviews and focus 
groups concurrently and after the campaign including people from our target demographic to 
determine attitudes.

QUANTITATIVE
[I.A.N] will assess the reach and frequency 
of our campaign to members of the Young 
Money demographic with Google Analytics 
and the in-place monitoring services 
available for Cover 3’s individual social 
media accounts.

FURTHER RECOMMENDATIONS
In order to maintain a relationship with the 
Young Money demographic, increased and 
continued engagement on social media is 
recommended.



WHO WE ARE
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[I.A.N] ADVERTISING

ACCOUNT MANAGER 
Celena Flores

ACCOUNT PLANNING
Evan Kamm
Alfred Perez

MEDIA PLANNING
Sarezh Sorany
Nick Stout

CREATIVE
Rachel Clark
Jennifer Hennigan


